Student Requisites
For Kindergarten 2014

- 8 x 21g glue sticks (Bostick or UHU)
- Paint shirt (labelled)
- Library bag (purchased from school)
- 1 roll of paper towel
- 12pk of Micador oil pastels
- 1 plastic or cardboard document wallet (this may be decorated if desired)
- 1 box of tissues
- 1 packet of baby wipes

We kindly ask that glue sticks and oil pastels are purchased in the size and brand requested above, as we have found these to be the most effective for the children to use.

Please place all requisites in a plastic bag labelled with your child’s name so that all items can be checked off. With the exception of the library bag and paint shirt, items do not need to be individually labelled with your child’s name.

Thank you